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EDITORIALS LETTERS OPINIONS PHILOSOPHY 

INTRODUCTION TO FRESHMEN Editoria I 

Welcome freshmen, to your 
"Brave New World" for the next 
year. The MCG welcomes you 
as neophytes in the world of 
medicine . The task you have 
chosen for yourselves is worth 
all the effort you will be devot-
ing to it. At times during this 
first year, you will take issue 
with the above statement, but 
those of you who are sincere in 
your desire to become an M.D. 
will ride the crests of your 
phasic trip through the heart -
aches, disappointments, joys, 
surprises, successes and fail-
ures; those of you who are not 
sincere, who feel this will be a 
snap, who are not willing to de-
vote the necessary time and ef-
fort to your task, who feel the 
sacrifices exceed the rewards 
may find yourselves on the low 
ebb of the tide at the conclusion 
of the year. 

This editorial is not an obit-
uary, rather I hope it will be a 
sobering revelation. It seems 
to be a universalfeeling to enter 
Medical s~hool scared to death, 
not knowing which way to turn. 
Everyone seems to be passing 
out information which, instead 
of clearing the muddy picture, 
only adds depth to the already 
murky waters . Knowing how 
you feel, sympathizing with your 
uncertainty, ·the staff of the 
Cadaver has decided to devote 
their first edition to bringing a 
few thoughts to your attention. 
With the cooperation of the 
teaching staff and upperclass-
m.en, we hope the "bird's eye 
view" that we are presenting 
will quiet a few of you, arouse 
some of you and in general, at-
tune each of you toward the 
proper channel. 

The diagram of your new world 
should make your direction find-

· ing a little easier. The articles to the developing esprit-de- The staff of the CADAVER 
·.on what is expected of you· from corps. The potential at MCG is wishes to remind everyone that 
your more experienced co 1- as great as any school in the the paper is a school paper. If 
leagues - should aid in aligning country. The final product de- some of the articles appearing 
your study habits toward achiev- ·-pends upgn you and those sue- within its pages agree or con-
ing most of the outlined format. ceedingyou. Whatever develops flict with your opinions, please 

Throughout · your newly chosen; from the potential greatness will feel free to drop a letter to the 
career, you will be confronted _be directly related to all of us editor, express your opinion 
with a myriad of facts, a maze who have, in our own small and sign your name. The editor 
of information that is truly too way, contributed to the charac- will gladly print any interesting 
,ir~at for any one person to sift ter of the school. Therefore, news item, argument or contro-
through and separate the wheat recognize the opportunity given versy provided the authors are 
from the chafe. Here is where you and capitalize on the good willing to identify themselves. 
your more experienced and fortune of having a part to play The fact that it is a school 
learned cohorts are most valu- in the development of the MCG. paper means that al'f'T.students" · 
able. We, who have a little With this small introduction, I e.g. faculty, residents, interns , 
senority, are willing and eager would like to say to each and nurses and undergraduates, be-
to help you with your efforts to every one, good luck and much ing "students of medicine, are 
reach your goal. As Dr. Stod- success in your "Brave New cordially invited to participate 
dard 's words echo in my mind, World". in its ublication. 

l-----------------------------1-~-=:::__t:..:::.=:..=...:.::::.=..::..::..=..;::...:_ __________ ~ 
"We are here to help you in THE CADAVER Ooyouknowwhat an accountant ' 
your endeavors, we are all The CADAVER is printed in is? No? Well, he's the one who 
students and when we stop being Augusta, Georgia, six times pulls down the sheet, inspects , 
students, we stop being physi- yearly and distributed to the the figure, makes his entry, and ' 
cians," then and only then does students, staff, nurses and messes up the monthly report. 
the immensity of our undertak- alumni at the Medical College 
ing become obvious. Medicine of Georgia· Arrangements for 
has advanced so rapidly within mailing to other persons can be 

made through the distribution the last 10 years that the sub- editor. 
specialities are now having to 
be broken down into sub-sub-
sp.eciali ties. To hope to become 
proficient enough to warrant the 
confidence of your patients and 
the respect of your conscience, 
we must depend upon each other. 
There is not one of us who is 
self sufficient, not one. There-
fore, a clear understanding of 
your classmates troubles, a 
genuine interest in your sub-
jects and a true respect for 
those who are endeavoring to 
show you the way will go a long 
way in helping you achieve your 
goals and ambitions. 

We here at the MCG feel we 
have a very good school. We 
are hoping that you and those. 
who follow you will not only 
continue in this feeling but add 
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GROSS ANATOMY 
by DR. A. GATZ 

The aim of the Department of 
Gross Anatomy is to have the 
student observe the gross anato-
mical features of the body. A 
knowledge of superficial land-
marks for purposes of identify~ 
ing internal features is invalu-
able. However, the major 
portion of the knowledge gained 
in the course is dependent upon 
the student's dissection efforts. 
Dissection of the body is not a 
setting up exercise but is a 
privilege that is extended to the 
few that enter medical and as -
sociated fields. This may be 
your only opportunity for this 
study because of material defi-
ciencies and the pressure of 
other courses. 
Gross anatomy is relevant for 

much of the course work which 
will follow. · Frequent 1 y the 
course in anatomy is criticized 
because it fails to stress the 
relevance of this or that struct-
ure. This is true to a consid-
erable extent, but in the time 

Contlnu,ed on Page 6 ' 

MEN'S 

Jrank Renick 
WEAR 

730 BROAD ST. 

THE CADAVER 

PREVIEW OF THINGS TO COME FROM 

THE BIG FOUR 

MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY 
by DR. J, MCKENZIE, 
for Dr. L. Bowles who 
was on vacation. 

On behalf of the Department of 
Anatomy it is my pleasure to 
bid you, the members of the 
Class of 1967, welcome and 

BIOCHEMISTRY 
by .DR. F. BEHAL 
for Dr. '!'· Hall who 
was on vacation. 

NOTE: These ideas are purely 
the reflections of the individual 
authors. 

success in your various tasks To enable the medical student 
while here at The Medical Col- to comprehend the life progress 
lege of Georgia. The four years and derrangements of it, i.e., 
ahead probably seem as an disease, in the ultimate terms 
eternity to you now, but please of interactions at the atomic 
be assured that the time does (and even electronic in some 
pass rapidly and even if certain cases) level is the objective of 
days appear to drag, in retro- the biochemistry course given 
spect time spent here will be all to freshmen here at MCG. 
too short. Whether one likes the idea or 
··Your work in this d'epartment not, it is inescapable that the 
will be concerned mainly with ultimate explanation (here I am 
Histology and Neuroanatomy. for the moment setting aside 
It is not our wish to make spiritual considerations) of life 
histologists or neuroanatomists w i 11 be in terms of reactions 
·out of you in a few short weeks, between particles of molecular, 
but it is our hope that we may atomic, and subatomic size. 
present material and guide you Everything you see under the 
in a manner which will provide microscope, or listen to through 
basic facts, principles, and the stethoscope or observe with 
concepts that will assure each any ' of the many devices avail-
of you a foundation upon which able f_o r studying the human 

Continued on Page 6 ' 
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PHYSIOLOGY 
by DR. A. DOW 

You will spend mornings for 
the last thirteen weeks of the 
year in Physiology, and our Edi-
tor has given me the opportunity 
to say a word of early welcome 
and try to sketch what we hope 
to a c c o m p 1 i s h for you in the. 
course. 

Physiology tries to answer. 
the question, How does it work? 
or What makes it go? This is 
broken down into a series of 
questions for each different spe -
cialty in the body. 
(1) How is one cell or tissue or 

organ equipped to do a par-
ticular job? 

(2) How are the requirements 
!or its life and its special 
job furnished? 

(3) How is the level of its activ-
ity adjusted to the best inter-
ests of the whole body? 

We go through this sequence 
of questions for different kinds 
of muscle, different kinds of 
nerve, differentkinds of secre-
tory ce Us; and for the great func-

Contl nued on Page 6 
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"THE HEART OF THE MATTER" 
By Peri Cardium FRESHMAN ROLL CALL 

FOR FRESHMAN ONLY 
Emile G. Abbott, III 

I'm supposed to tell you some- Savannah, Georgia 
thing about the freshman year, James w. Andrews, Jr. 
having just been completed by Robinson; Georgia 
it. I am not sure I can. I get Philip E. Andrews 
withdrawal symptoms every Augusta, Georgia 
time I think about it. You will Grady Glenn Barnwell, Jr. 
learn about those in what is Columbus, Georgia 
known as the ' 'baby course". Curtis A. Batchelor 
There is a copy of the final out Carrollton, Georgia 
in that course. Be sure to get 

Brenda S. Bell 
JonesborQ, Georgia 

it. John B. Black, Jr. 
Micro-Anatomy is known as Macon, Georgia 

Bowles' Special Blend of Soma. Arthur Stovall Booth, Jr. 
It lulls you to sleep and chuckles Atlanta, Georgia 
when you forget to put fibro- Talmadge A. Bowden, Jr. 
cartilage for # 1 on the first Atlanta 19, Georgia 
slide test and call the blue base- James Carlton Brooks, Jr· 

Macon, Georgia 
ball bat adrenal on any test. Henryetta Brown 
Gross is gross! Of course it Nelson, Georgia 

is other things too. It may be William H. Buntin, Jr. 
different for you. I understand Albany, Georgia 
they had a special course in it Ted L. Carelock 
this summer. Rumor has it North Augusta, S · C · 

Ted D. Cash 
that some of the students of our Bremen, Georgia 
class had to take it, but the true · Mack H. Clements 
story is that it is really for the Greenville, Georgia 
instructors. Myron D. F. Collins 
In Neuroanatomy methinks that Macon, Georgia 

the whole of it is one big reticu - Stephen D · Clements 
Woodbury, Georgia 

lar formation • Nobody knows c . Lyn Crooms 
where anything is going, what it Cochran, Georgia 
does when it gets there or what Mickey M rgan Crouch 
comes back. Augusta, Georgia 

The big .; deba!e in Physiology _is Charles E. Demby 
whether Bard will be your Bible, Lithia Springs, Georgia 
too. It has such beautiful plati- Martha E • Downs 
tudes as: "Blessed are the wind- i---$t_a_t_h_a_m_,_G_e_o_r_g_i_a ____ ..... 
bags for they shall write text- after you have turned your re-
books"; Blessed is the cat for he sults in, the solutions aren't 
shall become decerebrate "; working that day and · you 
"Blessed are the dogs for they shouldn't have any results. 

John F. Duke, III 
Fort Valley, Georgia 

Charles Henry Durden 
Fitzgerald, Georgia 

Conrad H. Easley 
Dalton, Georgia 

Miss Nancy B. Edwards 
Macon, Georgia 

John M. Fillingim 
Savannah, Georgia 

Richard W. Furman 
Rome, Georgia· 

Sidney A . Funk 
Columbus, Georgia 

Alton F. Garrison 
Augusta, Georgia 

Bernard F. Germain 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Ralph R . Greene 
Ringold, Georgia 

Hyman I . Greenfield 
Augusta, Georgia 

Herbert S. Greenwald 
Augusta, Georgia 

James R. Gregory 
Sylvester, Georgia 

William E. Gregory, Jr. 
Waycross, Georgia 

Harry T. Harper, III 
Augusta, Georgia 

Robert H. Harris 
Griffin, Georgia 

William H. Hayes 
Marietta, Georgia 

Philip Haysman 
Savannah, Georgia 

Eugene V. Herrin 
Winder, Georgia 

Clarence E. Hopkins, Jr . 
Albany, Georgia 

.Cecil C. Hudson, Jr. 
Hinesville, Georgia 

Charles H. Hutchins 
. Auburn, Georgia 

George T. Jarrard, Jr. 
Sylvania, Georgia 

Weldon H. Johnson 
Augusta, Georgia 

David A. Justice 
Toccoa, Georgia 

Charles N. Kelly 
Loganville, Georgia 

Elmo Clyde Kelly, III 
Augusta, Georgia 

James T. King, Jr. 
Atlanta 5, Georgia 

Olen E. Kitchings, III 
Barnesville, Georgia 

Van Cise Knowles 
Albany, Georgia 

James A. Lacey 
Fairmont, Georgia 

Harriet L. Las lie 
Attapulgus, Georgia 

Michael N. Laslie 
Attapulgus, Georgia 

David S. McLeod 
Clarkesville, Georgia 

Andrew T. McRae, Jr. 
Douglas, Georgia 

Philip F. Macon 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Charles D. Maddox 
Roberta, Georgia 

Donald H. Manning 
Claxton, Georgia 

Miss Carol E .. Manter 
Augusta, Georgia .. 

William L. McDaniel 
Augusta. Georgia 
(Continued on Page/) 
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treacheas clamped". ·can tell you, except for just one 11 

As far as Biochemistry is con- . more thing. Be sure to buy 
cerned, you know the old saying every book that everyone sug-
"lt has to get better". Be su.re gests you buy~ 
not to copy lab results from old Good luck and we hope you have 
manuals . because you may find a good year. 
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NOSEY ROSEY the department which tney are ments t o associate professor 
visiting. This will not affect are: Dr. Mark Brown in radi-
programs such as the Syden- ology, Dr. Bernard Levy in 

Urban renewal is still a cur- Dr. Mccorkle. Both the A .M.A. stricker yearly lecture. pharmacology, Dr. James H.R. 
rent topi~ again this year. fund and theN.D.E.A. fund are Plans arebeing made for a Re- Sutherland in pharmacology and 
Progress is reported in local administered through this office. search Day in the spring. AU Dr. Holde Puchtler in pathology. 
newspapers. What this program N .D. E. A. has made $ 10, 000 students engaged in research New appointments to instructor 
means to future students at MCG available for loans this year. projects· this past summer have · are: Dr. Charles H. Mitchell 
needs to be re-emphasized. The new yearly bulletin for the been r:equested to write up their in anesthesiol'ogy, Dr. Hector 

·Plans are in the mill tor addi- school will be delivered August work to be bound and placed in Cruz-Hernandez in pediatrics, 
tional class rooms, -:~a student 17th. This is the first time the the library. From these re- Dr. Kenneth D. Stewart in psy-
center, a new dental schobl and bulletin has ever been out this ports, five or six will be select- chiatr-}7 (Clinical physchology), 
housing for students. It is a early. Congratulations to. those ed for . presentation on this Dr. Cetin Kaya Aydar in OB-
satisfying experience to watch responsible for this feat! special day. GYN, Dr. Robert A. Parrish in 
your school grow by leaps and A modern and improved touch Four students have elected to surge r y, Mr. Allan Lowell 
bounds to keep up with the ever has been added to the experi- participate in the post-sopho- Rotter in psychiatry (social case 
expanding horizons of medicine . mental animal research pro - more research trainingp.rogram work), and Dr. George H. Nel-
and medical education. grams at MCG. In the past, in pathology this year. This is son with two faculty appointments 

Speaking of building, the new each researcher or department an unprecedented number of as assistant professor of bfo-
library is expected to be ready has been responsible for the students to take advantage of chemistry and instructor in OB-
for occupancy early in January, care and feeding of his own ani- this opportunity. The program GYN. 
1963. mals. .__We now have a division is offered yearly to qualified A quotable quote directed to the 

The first week ofthe freshman of veterinary medicine and re- and interested students and freshmen comes from Dr. 
year offers a change from pre- search under the direction of offers a chance to learn plus Mccorkle. "Freshmen are the 
vious years. A course in emer- Dr. Wallace. This di vis ton will paying a stipend. most gullible ·people on earth. 
gency medicine will be directed be responsible for all animal Certainly everyone remembers Don't buy anything,·· sign any-
by Dr. Harkess. An introduc- care at MCG. Future plans in- last year's meeting at Hilton thing, or commityourselfin any 
tion to statistics will be taught elude an animal care center to Head for curriculum planning waywithoutfinding outfor your-
by Dr. Bragassa, and . in addi- serve as a centralpooltosupply discussions. Well, there will self. DON'T TAKE SOMEONE 

,~jon, there will be three or four healthy, disease-free animals almost certainly be a sequel to · ELSE'S WORD FOR IT." 
·clinical presentations which will for research. Money has been that meeting this year. There's 
emphasize the importance of the requested for this center. The a fair possibility thata few stu-liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
basic sciences. These clinical central pool would preferably be dents may be invited to attend. .· Phonograph Records 
pres en tat ions will give the located in an adjacent rural area Dr. Stoddard, chairman of the 
freshmen so me contact with with delivery service provided. department of pathology, is back 
patients and perhaps something It has been decided to dispense at MCG after a year's absence 
to hold on to when the basics get with all visiting guest lecturers in Japan. 
a little too scientific. Students· except four a year. These four Promotions and new appoint-
will not be examined on this first . people will be outstanding in ments are always news. Ap-
week 's work except perhaps for th~ir field and will have a general pointments to professor are: 
the statistics part. appeal for the whole student Dr. Harland Wycoff in biochem-

A n y student wishing to apply body. All other visitors will be is try, Dr. C. I. Bryans, Jr. in 
for financial aid should go to the departmental guests and will OB-GYN, and Dr. A. Bleakley 
student affairs office and talk to participate in the activities of Chandler in pathology. Appoint-
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GROSS ANATOMY 

(Contlnued from Page 3) 
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Medicine in prospect are arbi-possible. As graduate students, with some of the staff. It will · trary and movable to fit differ-allotted for the course it is con - do not expect to. be spoon -fed, be a measure of know ledge and · - ent requirements: likewise be-sidered advisable to observe the but where help is genuinely competence and you can get tween Physiology and the areas features rather than stressing 
their clinical importance. In 
this age of spec i a 1 i z at i on, 
features relevant to one specialty 
may be of no interest in another. 
Yet, we must be co~cerned with 
all areas in the course, since 
your training will encompass the 
whole body. 

You . may also be pertur~d in 
your study of anatomy because 
all features do not appear as 
described in the text or atlas. 
You are fortunate to encounter 
anomalies early in your study. 
Many modifications have no ef-
fect on the. welfare of the indi-
vidual, others may be fatal. The 
anomalies which one observes 
may usually be explained as a 
fa i 1 u re in the embryological 
process. At least one should 
recall the development of the 
anomalous structure and attempt 
to explain. its occurrence. 

In summary, gross anatomy is 
relevant to much of your medical 
work. To pursue the study 
adequately, the majority of the 
time is devoted to dissectton . 
You can only observe that which 
you have exposed. Do not ignore 
abnormal vessels, nerves , 
ducts, etc. Consider their em-
bryological origin and determine 
at what period development may 
have been modified. Take time 

.needed by any one .of you, it plenty of each at MCG if you do ,of form and growth and molecu-
will be iven. not allow something petty like lar biology which are your other 

:a1oci-IEMISTRY personal differences with in -
(Continued from Pa11e 3) structors or dislikes of course . main interests this year• Areas 

b · · of overlap ate usually not with-oay, is an expression of some arrangements to · serious 1 y 
h out advantage in perspective. p enomena at the molecular hamper your learning. 

1 1 T th · Gaps that exist we continue t~ eve • rue, ere is yet a PHYSIOl.OGY · trv to fill. great deal that is still not under- . (Continued from Page 3) Our understanding of body stood in chemical terms; and a tional systems 'of alimentation, .functions is continually pro-great deal of good medicine is respiration, circulation, excre- gressing, and anyone who would practiced on a more or less ti.on, and integration which are guide your study of it is under _empirical bas is without any built from the basic tissue types. ·pre s sure s because of this. 
consideration of chemical pro- f:s we go through the story, we Should he: 
cesses . But in the years to catch many glimpses of what the (1) Restrict you to nothing but come more and more of the results of faulty function can be. · irrefutable dogma? processes of life and disease VVe have a chance to see that (2) Ga m b 1 e on answers which willbe worked out and explained diseases and their symptoms m1ay be disproved tomorrow? chemically. To build and elabo- may involve many kinds of dys- (3) Require an understanding of rate on this basic philosophy, to function. Occasionally, a com-. · · h f th · both current "sides" of every-acquamt you wit some o e pletely abnormal behavior ap-
fundamentals of bioch~mistry, pears, but much more commonly thing? 

d k f He must, of course, maintain a an to ma e you appreciative o some normal function is merely 
d d proper balance and selection of an receptive to a vances to . impaired (as in myocardial these courses . He has as his come in the chemical explana- 1 weakening) or is out of balance goal your preparation to prac-tions of life, is the overall aim because of faulty regulation tice modern medicine when you 

of Biochemistry 101. (gastric hypersecretion, _e.g.)'. are out on your own, and to un -I would suggest that as you go "Explanations" of things, of derstand and absorb the ad-through this year at MCG, you course, must be in terms of con- vances and changes that are sure 
not spend too much time worry- cepts and data already accepted. to happen. ing about just how relevant to VVe rely heavily upon what you ___ ......... __________ ___, 
medicine the various things are have brought from your under-
that you will be exposed to in graduate science courses, par-
class; for at this point you do · ticularly physics. The laws of 
not really know what is relevant mechanics usually have to be re-
and what is not. One other viewed, sinceyouaremuchcon-
thing, no one will argue the cerned here with the old con-· 
point that some lecturers are cepts of work, energy, mass, 

PHILOSOPHY 
La ugh a li t tl e- love a li t tl e 

As you go your way! 
Work a little-play a little, 

Do thi s every day! 

Give a little- ta k e a little, 
Never mi nd a. f ro wn-

to observe other dissections good, others fair, and stil) and motion. The relationships 
Mak e your s mile a welcomed thing 

All around the town! 

La ugh a little-love a little, 
Skies a re a lways blu e ! 

E very icloud has s ilver Jinings-
But it's up to vou ! 

-Hastings 

(not as a pest but to become ac- others not so good. MCG is not between pressure, flow, and 
quainted with the normal varia- unique, and has some of each wall tension are basic to under-
tions in anatomy). VVelcome to kind . Some instructors you standing circulation, respira -
a busy fourteen weeks. will like and others you won't. tion, and gastrointestinal activ-

_____ M_l_C_R_o_sc_o_P_l_C_A_N_A_T_O_M_Y ___ _. Reg a rd 1 es s of these things ity. Optic and a co us tic laws +===========================::::I. 
(Co_ntlnued from Page 3) 

you can build confidently. 
VV e be 1 ieve a thor ugh under-

s tand ing of normal tissue struct-
ure and function and a well-
founded knowledge of the nervous 
system will be helpful in other 
courses this school year and 
will be invaluable in the clinical 

though, there is good material must be dug up again when the 
to be obtained from all of the eye and ear are studied. Elec-
staff here at MC G. Therefore . trical concepts underlie not only 
I also suggest that you not waste muchcellularbehaviorbutprac-
too much effort worrying about tic a 11 y a 11 modern research 
how poor Dr. Soandso is or how methods. The laws of gases and 
you don't like Prof. VVhati.sname .· many basic physicochemical prin · 
After you graduate your true ciples will be found essential. 
advance me rrt will not be a The boundaries between Phy-

work of later years· measur e of how you were en- siology and these basic physical 
It is the wish of Dr . Bowles tertainedin a series of lectures, foundations in retrospect, and 

and _I to be of every as sistance . or how buddy-buddy you were between Physiolo&Y anµ Clinical 

Phone PA 4-7784 

LASETER'S 
Pharmacy 

.\lEDICAL ARTS BLDG. 

Augusta, Ga . 

NATURAL.SHOULDER 

CL.OTHING AND 

ACCESSORIES 

MENS CLOTHING 

F. E. FERRIS & COMPANY 

THl @xf nrfl ~qnp LTD. 

935 JONES STREET . 

752 BROAD STREET 
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She: Aw, come on. 
He: No, I'm tired and want to 

go to sleep. 
She: But you did last night. 
He: It was early when you 

asked, but for Heaven's sake, 
· .. it's after midnight. 

She: If you were my lover in -
stead of my husband you would 
do it. 

He: Why do you want me to do 
it, anyway? 

She: Well, I'm getting hot. 
He: Well, I can't sleep after 

it. 
She: Well, I can't sleep with-

out it. 
He: Oh, go to sleep. 
She: (crying) All right -----
He: Aw, don't cry, honey, I'll 

do it. 
She: What's the matter? Can't 

you find it? 

(-
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THE CADAVER 

FRESHMAN ROLL CALL 
(Continued from Page 4) 

Walter W. McEarchern 
Shannon, Georgia 

Clyde Coleman Medlock, Jr. 
Cartersville, Georgia 

William Thomas Minter, III 
Griffin, Georgia. 

Joseph V. Morrison, Jr. 
Savannah, Georgia 

Arnold P. Mulkey 
Millen, Georgia 

Allen Ray Myers 
Alpharetta, Georgia 

John Stewart Newton 
Douglas, Georgia 

Julian 0. Nicholson, Jr. 
Decatur, Georgia 

William M. Oxford 
Augusta, Georgia 

John W . Patrick 
Pine Mountain, Georgia 

Donald I. Pruitt 
Buford, Georgia 

James G. Quinn 
Rossville, Georgia 

Forte C. Rabb 
- Augusta, Georgia 

Speir N. Ramsey 
Augustg., Georgia 

Frank E. Randolph 
A thens, Georgia 

Raymond J. Reid, Jr. 
Atlanta 5, Georgia 

Francis P. Rossiter 
Savannah, Georgia 

Floyd H. Sanders 

Marvin E. Skelton 
Woodstock, Georgia 

Richard L. Smith 
Toccoa, Georgia 

Worthy E. Strickland 
Albany, Georgia 

Harry L. Taylor 
McRae, Georgia 

Samue 1 A . · Vickery 
Commerce, Georgia 

Jerry 0. Weaver 
Cedartown, Georgia 

William H. Whaley 
Dunwoody, Georgia 

John Davis Whelchel 
Statesboro, Georgia 

James R. Wilhoite 
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Jefferson City, Tennessee 
Ralph M. Wilkiemeyer 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Jack Gerald Williams 

Axson, Georgia 
Charles D. Williams 

Moultrie, Georgia 
Theodore G. Williams 

Cordele, Georgia 
William W. Wynn 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Irregular Student: 
Mrs. Deborah C. Vaughan 

Augusta, Georgia 

Macon, Georgia GAY'S 
Robinson W. Schilling 

He: I'll get it in a minute. Atlanta, Georgia TEXACO SERVICE 
She: No, not there---- there. Richard W. Seago 
He: How does that feel? Gracewood, Georgia 15th & GWINNETT STS. 
She: Put it up a little higher - Stanley J · Self PA 2-5084 

as far as it'll go. Macon, Georgia Complete Automobile 
He< Is that far enough? Miss Lana L. Shewey 
Sh Oh th t f 1 f

. St. Simons Island, Georgia Senice and Repairs · 
e: , a ee s ine. Horace L. Simpson, Jr. U-HAUL TRAILERS 

He: Listen, gal- the next time Macon, Georgia 
you want to have the window Mrs. Curtis s. Sims Pick-Up and Delivery 
~en~ ~ the mWdk of the~~~A~u~gu~s~~~·~G~e~o~r~g~i~a~~~~~============= ni ht et u ·and do it yourself. fl 
A woman got on the train with 

nine children, and when the con-
ductor came for her tickets she 
s aid : "Now these three are 
thirteen years old and pay full 
fare, but those three over there 
are only six, ar..:d these three are 
four and a half." The conductor 
looked at her in astonishment. 
. "Do you mean to say you get 

three everv time?" he asked. 
"Oh no," she said. "Some-

times we don't get any at all . . " 

Hood and Boatwright Associates 
INSURANCE CONSULTANTS 

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 

B. R: HOOD - NORMAN I. BOATWRIGHT, JR. 

Metropolitan Life Ins. Go . 

PA.rk 4-1893 

PEE WEE'S 
"WE LOVE HUNGRY PEOPLE'" 

1423 Monte Sano Ave. Phone RE 3-1877 
- BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER -

A "
0 

<)o STEAKS, CHOPS, SEAFOOD 
~ 00 REGULAR DINNERS 

WE CATER PRIVATE PARTIES 

HOLLAND-WOOD-VERDERY 

INSURANCE COUNSELORS 

216 SOUTHERN FINANCE BUIWING 
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